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THE PUBLISHER'S NOTE

Although there are more than a million people who
either entered the United States as refugees from Laos or are
their descendants, there are only a handful of magazines to serve
the community.   When we learned that both of the remaining
prominent Laotian magazines Sieng Khene Magazine and
Paxasinh Magazine closed down their operations, we
approached the former editor-in-chief of Paxasinh Magazine to
start Laonet Magazine.

After lengthy discussions, we decided to publish both
in English and Lao.  In addition to serving the older generation,
we hope to also serve the younger generation who reads only
English.  Although articles covering the same subject may be
published in both languages, they may not necessarily have the
same content(s).  We deliberately did not translate the articles
verbatim some of the articles because we concluded that differ-
ent generations may be interested in different contents.  We would
also like to thank Attorney Into Champon, Dr. Sommai
Siripanyo, D.D.S., Dr. Jon Sivoravong, D.O., and Dr. Sombath
Senethong, M.D.. who committed to give interviews and/or write
articles for Laonet.

As 2006 is the 31st year since the first refugee entered
the United States from Laos, Laonet Magazine hopes that we
will help to chronicle the new chapter of the community: a chap-
ter that will include substantial accomplishments and
contributions.

The Publisher
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